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Excerpt from What The Future Holds Part 2 (talking about Blue Angels) They are many,

yet they are one, and their sole focus is to protect the power of God…I sent these keepers

who transferred the power to you, and who will stand by you as added protectors of

the portion of My Spirit that I am entrusting you with. (End of excerpt)

 

Clear Blue Speaking:

What you are is a conduit of the power of God. The conduit is spiritual and the clogging

of the conduit is the flesh, the mind. Keeping the conduit clean is the work. You have to

work at it constantly.  Every man has the power of God in them; it is what keeps them

alive. And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his

nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul. Most men run on that initial

power, the breath of life, all the way through life without thought or sometimes

knowledge of where that breath came from. The flesh takes control and everything

becomes flesh, flesh, flesh. Man worships flesh. It consumes his spirit and there is little

else except running after the things and props that the flesh needs to survive. This was

often what Jesus’ disciples were concerned about. That is why Jesus said to them once

that His bread is from above. Man cannot truly live until he seeks after or “Kees” into this

truth and fights to make the flesh subservient to the spirit.  

Jesus is betrothed to many, but only a few are chosen to consummate the marriage

union. Only  few want to go that far because most do not desire to lose their identity. It is

losing self. Yes, there is a barrier there; pride is the impenetrable blockade for so many.

The power that could be created by union with Him is not a difficult concept to

understand. It is however very difficult to accept.  See, as more and more of His

betrothed merge with Him, He grows stronger until He consumes us all, all-consuming

love. What the Father, Son and Holy Spirit wish to achieve is perfect union with their
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creation. Only then will true perfection and fulfillment be found within the universe. God

loves creating order out of chaos. This concept is found in the letter “Crystal Pyramid.”

When observing the Children of David, this new nation of yielded brides, you see the

crystal growing.

“And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven,
prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.” Revelation 21:2

Revelation 21

The keys of the Kingdom will empower you to conquer all who fight you, and to stand

victorious over all evil.

It begins with the Bible; those that truly accept the Word are those whose crystals grow

fastest. As they grow, they are able to take in more light, and the more light absorbs into

the crystal the more and quickly it grows; it is exponential.  Once the Word in the Bible is

engaged and lived, then those crystals are weaned onto the Words of David. A whole new

world opens for them, and their hunger begins to grow. They desire more and deeper

truth. Yet, as it also points out in Crystal Pyramid: some crystals turn back to the

darkness and are lost, but in reality are never lost. Because as the Creator grows, so the

light grows and as the light grows, the darkness is driven back and eventually has to

release those lost crystals.

You are a crystal. You are drawn to the mountain of God, and as more and more crystals

adhere to the Crystal City, the more it grows. It can never have too many crystals. Our

city is a physical representation of an amazing spiritual principal. Following is an

fascinating thought taken from the letter “Crystal Pyramid.”

THE SMALLEST FORM OF MATTER IS THE MOLECULE, BUT BELOW

THAT IS NOTHING BUT ENERGY–THE ATOM! Space City is the ultimate in

the material, and it is pyramidal! The pyramidal molecule is the smallest

form of matter, and the Crystal Pyramid, Space City, is the greatest!
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06
December 2021

The Green Door with commentary

PDF

A dream about Hell, that has now become reality for many, both under and on the earth.

Download

05
December 2021

Divine image destroyed

Video

A video about the 3rd Temple…by C. Beadsworth

Download

21
November 2021

Waver not

https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Green-Door-A-Dream-of-a-Polished-Hell_commentary.pdf
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/divine-image-destroyed-sm.mp4
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PDF

As the days of tribulation begin, it is imperative to stand on God’s Word. A compilation

on standing firm.

Download

15
July 2021

Final game 2022

Podcast

MB live…2022 will be a significant year for believers. Let’s take a look at what’s in store

for the world.

Download
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